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Abstract

Kffeclivc Lagrangians involving nuclcons cou])l(<(I l.o scalar and vector fields

are investigated within Die framework of relalivisl.it; mean-field theory. The

study presents the traditional Walecka model and different kinds of scalar

derivative coupling suggested by Zimanyi and Moszkowski (ZM). It is shown

that the equations of state for all these modified ZM models are soft. The real

part of the optical potential for these models is obtained. When compared

will) the usual ZM model, the modified models present the peculiarity of giv-

ing simultaneously a smaller nucleon effective mass and a smaller incompress-

ibility. This can be explained through the mesonic nonlinear scalar-vector

coupling contained in these modified models.
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Recently Zimanyi and Moszkovvski (ZM) have proposed models for hadronic matter dif-

fering from the VValecka model only in the form of coupling of the nucleon to the scalar

meson [1]. Let us begin by explaining what we understand for ZM models. The usual one

is referred to in literature as ZM model or Derivative Scalar Coupling model (DSC), and

consists in including derivative coupling between nueleons and scalar mesons (o). It yields

an inconipressibility K -- 224.49 MeV ( the experimental value is accepted to be 210 ± 30

Mev) and an effective mass M* — 797.6<lMeV at the nuclear matter saturation point. This

model has already been applied to investigate the following problems: multilambda matter

properties [2], neutron stars [3|, A-excited nuclear matter \'\\, and some thermodynainic

properties of nuclear matter [5|.lu the appendix of ref. |2], ZM pointed out that the specific

form of the coupling between nucleon and scalar meson is somewhat arbitrary and that it

would be not only possible to extend the scalar coupling to the nucleon derivative term, but

also to the interaction between nucleon and vector meson uJ. The different proposed scalar

couplings to the vector meson we refer in this paper as ZM2 and ZM3 models. In a very

concise description of them, ZM models can be understood as models which introduce an

effective scalar coupling constant ga{o) — (1 I gaa/M) ,where M is the nucleon bare mass,

in the Walecka model. This effective coupling constant can then act: a) on the nucleon

derivative and the nucleon-vector coupling terms (ZM), b) on the nucleon derivative term

and on all terms involving the vector field (ZM2), and c) only on the nucleon derivative term

(ZM3).

In this work we shall be commited to the standard Walecka (VV) model |fi] and the

three above mentioned ZM models. Each one of these four models is very simple since

they have only two free parameters, the scalarfVecl-or) coupling constants C^(C^), adjusted

to reproduce the binding energy (Ef,) of the nuclear matter at p — pQ. The ZM2 and

ZM3 models are not well known in the literature and it seems important to enhance the

knowledge of hadronic models by investigating whether or not they bring some new feature

in comparison to the others. Besides, these models provide an excelent theoretical laboratory

to analyse the sensivity of nuclear obscrvables to different kinds of field couplings. Therefore



a kind of anatomy of these models is needed.

Since the models we ate dealing with were; presented in detail in references [1,6|, let us

go to their main points. The degrees of freedom arc bavyoii fields (V-1), scalar meson fields

(a), and vector meson (ields (u>). The Lagrangian densities are given by

~l''""lyu I \mlu)^)lt - g^n^u", (0

(3)

(4)

where

m" - ( 1 I 9oo/Mr\ (5)

-/'/if = c*f«Wi/ — ^i/^/i j ftiid M is the bare nucleon mass. Now we proceed to rescale the fields

ij) and uJfl as follows: ij> —* /n*''~i/; for all ZM models and w^ —* in*uilt for ZM2 ami Z1VK?

models. Considering that in* does not depend on space-time coordinates (nuclear matter

case), the vescalcd Lagrangian densities acquire a unified form:



^ - , n ; r , 2 ) , (6)

where a and ft have the following association to the models: IK : a = 0, ft --- 0, ZM :

<Y (),/•/ I, '/.M'l : o 1,/i I, ZM:\ : n 2,/i I. Notice that for linitc nuclei

calculations, m* depends on space-coordinates and therefore new terms have to be included

in the rescaled Lagrangian.

When the meson fields are replaced by the constant classical lields oo and u)n we arrive

at the mean-field approximation with the equations

[h^ - (M - m*°gao) - m*a
gu>lllujK\i> = 0 (7)

(8)

2 ^

where we have introduced C"' = g'^M2/in^ and C^ = g'^M2Jin^ , and also identified (1 —

ft(l — m*)) = m*13 which is valid for ft -~ 0 and ft — I. The constant classical fields ao and

UJO are thus directl)' related to the baryon sources. The source for UJO is simply the baiyon

density p# — y, which is a constant, of the motion for a uniform system of B baryons in

a volume V. The source for a0 involves the expectation value of the Lorentz scalar density

ijjip = ps. Notice however that for the cases where a is not identically zero (ZM'2 and ZM3

models) ao is also coupled to po- In all cases ao is, a manifest scalar.



Now we proceed to define the scalar potential (8) and the vector potential (V). It can

be done by looking at the Dirac equation for the models, Kq. (7), and by rewriting M* in

the form :

A/* - A/ - 9oo(i I g~)-fl -== M ~ m*09<,o. (11)

If we interpret M* in the Dirac equation as an effective mass shifted by «S, (M* — M -\-S),

the natural way to define S is:

- m

Here we call attention to the fact that Zimauyi and Moszkowski have defined S, ( Eq.(12)

of ref. [1] ), in a sligthly different fashion, namely:

Eq. (12) and E((. (13) agree to the first order in So, the case in which the Walecka and

ZM models are equivalents. We will give the values of S and So for the models ZM, ZM2

and ZM3 in order to see the impact of the higher order terms in the scalar coupling present

in m*. Still analysing the Dirac equation we see that V can be defined as a quantity which

shifts the energy,

V =-. 7?7.*°<7u;wo = ( 1 g g g ) g«u}o. (14)

This definition reduces the usual one for the Walecka model and the ZM model (a — 0).

For a £ 0 V is coupled to the scalar field. The expression for the energy density at a given

temperature T can be found as usual by the average of the energy-momentum tensor,

where

Here 7 is the degeneracy factor ( 7 -• '1 for nuclear matter and 7 -- 2 for neutron matter ),

77fc and ilk stand for the Fermi-Dime distribution for baryons and antibaiyons respectively,



with arguments (E* - v)/T , E*(k) is given by H*{k) •-••• [k~ I A/*-)3 while an ellective

chemical potential which preserves the number of baryons and antibaiyons in the ensemble,

is defined by v ----- ft — V where \i is the thermodynamieal chemical potential. The gap

equation already presented by Iiqs. (7-10) is obtained explicitly through the minimization

of £ relative to m*. It reads

where we have introduced the dimensionless variable x — JJ. This e(iuat,ion has to be solved

self-consistently and provides the basis for obtaining all kinds of therniodynaniical quantities

in the mean field approach we are using.

In the zero temperature limit the ground state is obtained by filling energy levels up to

a Fermi surface Kpy the n^ approach O(AV — k) and >ij,. vanishes. The incompressibilil.j' at

T = 0 is given by

where p means the baryon density p^.

The cou])ling constants for the models are presented in Table 1. For the YValecka model

we have used the values given in ref.|7|, which are slightly different from those given in

ref.[6]. For the ZM model we have used those given in ref.|l]; since this reference does not

present the values for the models, we named here as ZM'2 and ZM3 models, we have to

calculate them. It has been done by solving I'lq. (17) and lilting C% and C^ to reproduce

Eft and po> and these values are also given in Table 1. Fig.l presents how Ef> varies with the

density (p) for the models. The behaviour of M* in terms of p is given in Fig.2. Since the

compressibility is directly related to the concavity of the curve presented in Fig.l , we see

directly that the ZM3 model gives the softest equation of state. Simultaneously from Fig.2

(or Table 1), we also see that it does not correspond to the largest value of M*{po). The first

conclusion is that when the scalar field couples to the vector field ( see FOq. (5 with a / 0 ), the

statement that the stiffest. equation of stale is obtained for the lowest effective ground-stale

mass M*{po) does not apply. In fact, there was no established statement for it, but many



results obtained by nonlinear scalar models have implicitly suggested this [8,9]. Nevertheless

it means that the ZM2 and ZM3 models are bringing a new qualitative behaviour as regards

M*{po) and K. Table 2 presents the results for 5, V, S -I- V, V — 5, and K at the saturation

point of the nuclear mailer for the models. To calculate .S' we have used our definition given

by Eq. (12) which, as we have pointed out before differs by a factor 1/(1 -|- So/M) from that

of K(i. (13). In order to see the impact of neglecting higher-order terms in these models we

give the values of S/So. These are: 0.85 for ZM, 0.82 for ZM2, and 0.71 for ZM3. There is

a simple check for our definitions of 6' and V given by FA\. (12) and l.0q. (l'l). At 7' -- 0 and

at p — po , £{po)lpo — /' - v — V, where v is the Fermi energy (#£-), and M* = M -| S, the

following relation has to be satisfied:

— V I (4-1 (M - |-5)2 | i (19)
Po

Our results for 5 and 1-' are consistent with the above requirement.

We have made a detailed analysis of each model in the constant coupling plane , by

varying the coupling constants and keeping Eb and p0 approximately fixed: po between

0.14 fm~z and 0.17 /?n~3 while Eb was kept between -15 MeV and -16 MeV. On the lines

corresponding to each model 5, V, and A' have only a very weak dependence on C% and C^.

One expects that the main qualitative behaviour we have presented for A', 5, and V, and

M* will not change by picking up different coupling constants in these models.

It follows from our calculations that all ZM models give soft equations of state compared

to the Walecka model. The ZM3 model is the softest, giving A' = 155.43 Mev but also

giving the value of I' — 5 which most approaches that obtained from the Walecka model.

The expected value for V — S can be related to the spin-orbit splitting of finite nuclei and

if one accepts the value of Wnlocka model as reasonable!, this quantity is worse to the ZM

and ZM2 models while the incoinpressibilily is improving. Apart from this behavior, the

ZM3 model is the one which most approaches the Walecka model in other features. See,

for instance, Fig. 1. It also approaches the Walecka model in the coupling constants. The



relativist.k: content of each model can be estimated. It is given by the ratio R — ps/f>u at the

nuclear matter saturation point. Particularly, if one neglects the contribution of the small

component of the Dirac nucleon spinor, It -•-• 1. When this component is present, Table 1

shows the 1< values: 0.9.T2, ().97.r>, 0.967, and 0.9(50 for the Walccka, ZM, ZM'2, and Y.MW

models respectively. It indicates that among the ZM models, ZM3 model is that one which

most approaches the Walecka model in terms of relativistie effects.

From the nuclear matter mean-field approach we have used, it is possible to extract a

momentum dependence of the averaged interaction of a nucleon in the nuclear medium, and

from this an energy dependent real optical potential. Let us start by defining the real part of

the optical potential as the difference between the total (K) and kinetic energies of a nucleon

travelling in nuclear matter with momentum p.

t / o / . r - / i 1 - ( p 2 1 - A / 2 ) 1 / a . (20)

The equation of motion for the nucleon (I)irac equation, Fq. (7)) supports the under-

standing that in the nuclear medium this nucleon acquires an effective mass M* — M •{- S

with a shifted energy E — V. Therefore

(p2 I-(A/ I •S')2)l/2 - I'J- V. (21)

If we now substitute the value of p" given by the above constraint into lOq. (19), we end

up with

UOPr = E - \{E - Vf - S{2M + 5) |1 / 2 . (22)

This definition of UQPT is exactly the same used by Feldmeier and Lindner |9j . For zero

momentum UOPT goes to S \- V while in the ultrarelativistic energy regime UOPT goes to

V. Notice that this definition differs slightly from the linear definition widely used in the

literature ( see ref.G and references therein):

U,,IN ..-. ( l /2A/) | l ' (2f t - V) I S(2M I S)\. (23)

For zero momentum, both definitions give the same result. Nevertheless we will present



a sample of numerical comparisons between Uorr and UUN f°r Mie ZM3 model. A more

detailed theoretical discussion regarding both definitions is presented in reference 9.

In this work we will assume UOI>T defined by Eq.{2'2). This quantity can now be compared

with the optical model fits obtained from measured uucleon-iiucleus elastic cross-sections [

10, 11 ] in the limits of infinite mass number and zero radius. It has been implemented by

Feldmeier and Lindner ( 9 | in a simple empirical formula covering kinetic energies from -50

to 1,000 MeV. We plot in Fig. 3 the experimental values of the real optical potential [ 9-11 J

and the theoretical predictions of 1.1K; models using Kq. (22). In order to see how Uoi'T given

by Eq. (22) deviates from UUN given by Eq. (23), we present in Fig. A the results for the

ZM3 model using both approaches. Figs. 3-4 must be seen with at least two kinds of caution.

First, the real part of the optical potential gives only partial information of the whole optical

potential which, as well known, [ 12 J has a sizeable imaginary part. The second one concerns

the validit}' of the mean-field approach in the energy-range we have applied. Nevertheless

we have extracted from Fig. 3 the slope (A) of the curves from —50 MeV up to 50 MeV . The

experimental curve leads to A - 0.35, while A — 0.4 , 0.25 ,0.Hi, «.nr/0.13 for the Walecka,

ZM3 , ZM2, and ZM models respectively. It shows that the Walecka model is in better

agreement with the experimental value, followed by the ZM3 model. The nonrelativistic

limit of Eq. 20 gives :

Uorr •-• >n*{S 4 V) I (1 - m*){E - M), (24)

So, the nomelativistic slope for Uol.,r is A •- (1 — in*) —$/M, which from Table I leads

to A = 0.46, 0.28, 0.18, and 0.15 for the Walecka, ZM3, ZM2, and ZM models respectively,

in reasonable agreement with the relativistic one. The deviations from the relativistic one

are connected with the ratio /? for each model as discussed before.

Now we present quantitatively the difference among the models regarding the composi-

tion of the couplings to form S. The combination of Eq. (10) with Eq. (12) shows explicitly



thai S — Si -|- S'2, where

For the Walecka and the usual ZiYI model S •-• S'i, So -~ 0. I'br ZM2 and ZM3 models

Sl = -156.33 MeV,S2 == - 11.50 A/cl', and 5, - -202.82 A/e I', S2 - -64.17 A/eV respec-

tively. One estimates the contribution of the mesonic nonlinear scalar coupling with the

vector field S2/S : 6.85% for ZM2 and 24.03% for ZM3. We believe that the enhanced

contribution for the ZM3 model explains the substantial improvement, of the real part of the

optical potential, relative to the usual ZM model.

We are aware that the different kinds of derivative scalar coupling are somewhat arbitrary,

but we can look at them as effective models which give reasonable results for nuclear matter.

It is in this sense that our calculations must be understood. However, it is important to

draw attention to the recent work of Miyazaki | 13 ) about the foundation of the Derivative

Scalar Coupling (DSC). He claims that such DSC can be obtained by utilizing the relativistic

SU(6) model of the meson-baryon couplings.

In summary, we have presented in a unified form the Walecka model and different deriva-

tive couplings suggested by Zimnianyi and Moszkowski [l|. In particular, for the first time

the ZM2 and ZM3 models were implemented. Our niean-lield results indicate that the non-

linear scalar coupling extended to the vector Held ( ZM2 and ZM3 models) can achieve some

improvement relative to the usual ZM model. The extension of these models in a more

realistic calculation as finite nuclei L-S splitting is under way.

in
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I. FIGURES AND CAPTIONS

Figure 1 : Proper energy per baryoii as a funclion of baryon density for Hie Walecka

model (W) and Zimanyi-Moszkowski models ( ZM, ZM2, Z1V13).

Figure 2: Baryoii effective mass in nuclear mailer as a funclion of the proper baryon density

for the models.

Figure 3: The real part of the optical potential (ICq. 22) for the models and the experi-

mental curve extracted from references | J)-l I I in funclion of energy.

Figure 4: The same as Fig. 3 for the ZM3 model (only) and UIAN given by I3q. 23 .



Table 1

Coupling consl,tin1,s C'^ and (7^ ; binding onerg.y /•,'/, (McV) al the density po{fm~Z)

Ps(/»i~3) ,«-iid in* for the indicated models

models

Walecka

ZM

ZM2

ZM3

cl
357.4

169.2

219.3

443.3

cl
273.8

59.1

100.5

305.5

lib

-15.75

-15.9

-15.77

-15.76

Po

0.148

0.160

0.152

0.149

Ps

0.138

0.155

0.M7

0.143

in*

0.54

0.85

0.82

0.72

Table 2

Values in MeV for S ,V , V I S, V-S and K al. pn given in table 1 for the indicated models

models

Walecka

ZM

ZM2

ZM3

S

-431.02

-140.64

-107.83

-267.00

V

354.15

82.50

109.73

203.71

V -I S

-76.87

-58.13

-58.09

-63.28

V - S

785.18

223.13

277.56

470.71

K

550.82

224.71

198.32

155.74

\:\



E/B-M(MeV)



M*(MeV)

- . .v_ ^



UOpt(MeV)



Uopt(MeV)


